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When a metal roof is used on a project, it seems to heighten people’s awareness of lightning, and some
question whether or not the use of metallic roofing increases the risk of a lightning strike. Metal roofing
does not in any way increase this risk of lightning.
Lightning is a flow of electrical current between earth and sky. The result of this
electrical flow can be millions of volts. There is still much that is not known
about lightning, but most experts agree that a path of ionization begins from the
cloud and extends earthward. This path of ionization is the beginning of, and
establishes the route for a lightning strike. The more dramatic part of the strike
occurs when electrons race upward from earth to sky along this route. This is
the flash of light with which we are all familiar. It is also the phase of the strike which poses the threat of
damage. As is the case with any flow of electrical current, lightning will follow the path of least resistance. If
the electrical charge is strong enough, it will also arc from one substance to another. It is the resistance to
the flow of this electricity which generates heat energy and can cause explosion, fires, and other damage.
The probabilities of a strike to a metal roofed structure are no more or less than any other kind of structure.
The probability of a strike has to do with height and size of the structure and its surroundings, rather than its
construction materials.
In assessing the risk involved with lightning striking any structure, two different subject areas should be
analyzed. The first has to do with the probability of a strike; the second has to do with consequence of a
strike. There is no measure known which can lessen the probability of a lightning strike, except perhaps
physically moving the location of a structure.
The probability of a lightning strike is determined by a number of factors:


The topography in the area of the subject facility. Probability of a strike is higher if the project is
located on a mountain top or hill, as opposed to a field.



Size and height of the subject structure. A tall building or one covering more ground area is
more likely to be struck than a short or small building. A tall, slender structure (such as a steeple or lighthouse) is also a more likely candidate for a strike.



Relative location of the subject structure with respect to nearby larger and taller structure in
proximity to a small, short - building will tend to further reduce the likelihood of a strike to the
small building.
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Frequency and severity of thunderstorm activity in the geographic area of the project.

The threats of a strike are affected by the construction materials used for both framing and roof coverings. If
these materials are (electrically) conductive, the threat of fire and explosion are both reduced. They will not
contribute a fuel source to any fire resulting from a lightning strike.
Because metal roofing is both an electrical conductor and a noncombustible material, the risks associated
with its use and behavior during a lightning event make it the most desirable construction material available.

Information obtained from Metal Construction Association

DISCLAIMER
The technical information in this paper is intended for general information only. Any use of this information
in relation to any specific application should be based on independent examination and verification of its
unrestricted availability for such use, and a determination of suitability for the application by professionally
qualified personnel. Those making use of or relying upon the material assume all risks and liability arising
from such use or reliance.
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